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Location
Overview

A Swiss welcome in Berlin

The surprisingly different Mövenpick Hotel Berlin is as indi-
vidual and as multifaceted as the city of Berlin. Centrally but 
peacefully located at Potsdamer Platz, the 4 Star Superior 
hotel combines innovative interior architecture with modern 
furnishings. The exceptional design of the former Siemens-
höfe lends a special charm to the location’s atmosphere. 

The majority of the 243 guest rooms and the 12 event rooms 
face towards the quiet courtyards. 

Our restaurant Hof zwei and the adjacent Lobby Bar offer 
a wide choice of food and beverages in a carefully created 
ambience under a glass roof.

Our guests enjoy free Wi-Fi in the hotel and the additional 
services in our business centre. Attentive, personal service 
and authentic friendliness comprise perfect hospitality in 
historic surroundings.



sleep
individually different 

A unique room category. Adjustable beds and customised 
rooms adopt the latest innovations in technology to help 
you personalise your environment, creating the optimal 
conditions for a deep sleep. The hero of our “Sleep individually 
different” rooms is the world’s first spring-system bed with 
adjustable firmness to suit your personal comfort preferences. 
The firmness of the mattress is easily adjusted using a hand 
control without compromising the overall comfort of the bed.

Little extras to transport you into the arms of Hypnos

The rooms offer several complimentary amenities such as 
sleeping masks, ear plugs, lavender pads and black-out stickers 
that cover lights on electronic devices. Guests can also tuck 
into free slumber-inducing goodies such as herbal teas and 
Mövenpick chocolate.

movenpick.com/sleep



Rooms
Amenities

Individual rooms for your individual desires. Find the perfect 
one for you! 

The blend of past and modern influences in the historical 
buildings generates a unique appeal. The 243 generously 
equipped rooms are bright and friendly with high ceilings 
and a welcoming sense of comfort. 

There are 44 queen and 199 king rooms including 15 Junior 
Suites, our new room catergory SLEEP with 20 rooms, 
18 Deluxe Rooms with sloping ceilings and freestanding 
bath tubs as well as 3 spacious suits. All are air conditioned, 
stylishly furnished and equipped with LED TV, mini bar, 
wireless phone, complimentary Wi-Fi and room safe. The 
majority of guest rooms face the quiet courtyards while 
others offer an unrivalled view over the historical rail station, 
Anhalter Bahnhof.

There is a gym with first-class work-out equipment and 
a sauna reserved exclusively for hotel guests. The hotel’s 
own underground car park (for additional fee) and additional 
parking spaces in the immediate vicinity are available.



Dining
Entertainment

Mövenpick Restaurant‘s culinary range is focused on Swiss,  
Mediterranean and regional dishes. 
 
The restaurant in the style of a Mediterranean Piazza is  
situated in the second of the historical courtyards. A glass 
roof which can be opened during good weather and a show 
cooking area lend the restaurant a special flair. The selection 
of dishes on the menu ranges from regional and Swiss speci-
alities to sweet treats from the in-house patisserie. 

Another highlight is the innovatively designed Lobby Bar with 
direct access to the restaurant. The bar welcomes both early 
birds and night owls with a service range that starts with 
breakfast for guests in a hurry and concludes with a relaxing 
nightcap. Comfortable seating and a pleasant atmosphere 
provide the ideal background for business meetings, social 
gatherings and relaxation.

Further information and online table reservation at  
www.movenpick.com/movenpick-restaurant-berlin.



Sport
Leisure

Gym and sauna exclusively reserved for our hotel guests.  
 
Enjoy our modern gym and take the time to relax in the sauna. 
Both are available each day exclusively to hotel guests. Berlin 
has plenty to offer for those seeking relaxation in addition to 
big-city excitement. 

There are numerous parks, lakes and rivers and an abundance 
of cultural activities. Guests can stroll or jog in the nearby Tier-
garten, Berlin’s largest park. Or they can explore Berlin and its 
sights along the network of waterways threading through the 
city which boasts even more bridges than Venice. 

Excursion boats dock close to the hotel on Planufer where 
passengers are picked up to see the landmarks from the water. 
Well-signposted bike paths make it simple for visitors to see 
the sights and Berlin’s green oasis by bicycle.

In Berlin, history and the present stand side by side. Only a few 
minutes from the historical Brandenburg gate is Potsdamer 
Platz with its breathtaking contemporary architecture. The 
Reichstag (the seat of parliament), Berlin cathedral and the 
Charlottenburg palace are all distinguished representatives of 
past eras and the Nikolai quarter and the Philharmonie concert 
hall have a great deal to offer too.

We would be very happy to help you plan your excursions.  
You can find more information at www.visitberlin.de.
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Souterrain 
Aare  210  21.7  9.7  3.1  26  100  16  180  120  200  64  x x –1
Reuss  105  13.7  7.7  3.1  30  50  30  100  60  100  48  x x –1
Limmat  100  14.5  7.0  3.1  30  50  30  100  60  100  48  x x –1
Limmat + Reuss  205  13.7  14.7  3.1  60  100  –  200  120  200  96  x x –1
Conference Foyer  220  17.1  14.5  3.5  –  –  –  –  –  200  –  x x –1
Ground floor
Enzian I + II  345  19.0  18.3  3.3  60  200  36  300  200  300  126  x x 0
Enzian I  195  19.0  10.3  3.3  50  100  42  150  120  200  64  x x 0
Enzian II  144  19.0  7.8  3.3  25  40  20  80  60  80  40  x x 0
Foyer Enzian  125  22.4  7.5  5.9  –  –  –  –  –  100  –  x x 0
Bernina  58  9.2  5.8  4.0  20  30  16  40  50  55  21  x x 0
Glacier  70  11.8  5.8  4.0  25  40  22  55  50  55  28  x x 0
Foyer Credenza  45  8.3  5.5  4.1  –  –  –  –  –  40  –  x x 0
Upper floor 
Siemenssaal  95  13.6  7.0  3.8  27  40  30  80  70  80  40  –  x 1
Foyer Siemenssaal  52  11.5  4.6  3.8  –  –  –  –  –  50  –  – – 1
Gotthard  47  6.5  7.6  3.5  16  16  10  25  20  20  21  x x 1
Albula  22  6.5  3.4  3.5  –  –  10  –  –  –  –  x x 1
Simplon  22  6.5  3.4  3.5  –  –  10  –  –  –  –  x x 1
Furka  45  6.5  7.0  3.5  14  16  10  25  20  20  21  x x 1

Conferences
Banquets

Mövenpick Hotel Berlin – the ideal setting for successful events 

The 12 multifunctional event rooms can accommodate up to 
300 people. All rooms have daylight, are mostly air conditioned 
and fully equipped with modern conference technology. The 
Siemenssaal has been returned to its original condition with 
imposing historical wooden panelling and ornate stucco work. 
It is suitable for exclusive conferences and festive occasions 
for up to 80 people. The largest event room, Enzian, opens 
on one side into the Courtyard of Tranquility, on the other, to 
the Courtyard of Wilderness, both originally designed interior 
courtyards and exclusively available. 

In the generously proportioned foyer, conference guests can 
enjoy the high quality and healthy foods and beverages which 
are served during meeting breaks. A digital signage system 
guides guests through all public areas of the hotel and there 
is a business centre in the reception area. Our international 
standard of quality Meetings & Events guarantees the profes-
sional and successful organization of your event.



Worldwide
Toll free numbers

Africa and Middle East
All countries in Africa and 
Middle East  English, Arabic +20 22 41822822

Bahrain English, Arabic 80001 991
Egypt English, Arabic 0800 44 11111
Jordan English, Arabic 0800 222 02
Kuwait English, Arabic 2 225 32281

Qatar English, Arabic 800 2001
Saudi Arabia English, Arabic 800 124 29 29
United Arab Emirates English, Arabic 800 4934
Asia and Pacific Region
Australia             English                     1800 177 619
China (north)  Mandarin, Cantonese  10 800 265 2592 
China (south) Mandarin, Cantonese  10 800 650 0619
Hong Kong          Mandarin, Cantonese      800 9679 36
Japan                 Japanese       0120 914 356
Korea Korean 0079 8651 7535
Singapore           English, Mandarin                1800 232 5800 
Thailand English 001 800 11 002 8043
Europe
Austria  German 00 800 899 999
Belgium  English 0800 18739
France  French 0800 908717
Germany  German 00 800 899 999
Ireland  English 1800 554138
Italy  Italian 800 876169
Spain  Spanish 900 994194
Switzerland  German, Italian, French 00 800 899 999 
The Netherlands  English 0800 0221135
United Kingdom  English 800 898317
North America
USA and Canada  English 1800 34 46 83 5

1 local call charges apply, 2 not toll-free

Reservation
Contact

Mövenpick Hotel Berlin  
Schöneberger Strasse 3 | 10963  Berlin | Germany 
Phone +49 30 2300 60 | Fax +49 30 2300 6199 
 
hotel.berlin@movenpick.com 
movenpick.com/berlin 
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